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alaska needs leadership
alaskansalaskasAlaskans areare asking according to a column from the gover-

nors office in this issue of the tundra times7imes why cant alaska
be more like kansas or vermont or utah

this seems unlikely to us but maybe that really is what people
are asking the governors office we think theres a more im-
portant question however one that is absolutely critical it is

why cant we cut the budget
we have some specific suggestions on just where to make these

cuts we offered some of these suggestions more than two years
ago when we supported an attempt by sen johne bicklbinklbinkleyey R

bethel to reduce benefits for state employees these ideas are
just as relevant today 1in fact as more and more businesses in

alaska go bankrupt they make even more sense
our first suggestion is to drastically reduce state employee health

insurance which today accounts for a whopping 5 percent of the
total state operating budget As big businesses all over the state
continue to call for employees to pay a larger and larger share
of health insurance benefits and as ssmallmall businesses continue to
offer no coverage at all this state employee benefit is not only
wrong its ridiculous

our next suggestion is to have state employees work a 40 hour
work week not a 375 hour work week maybe this shorter work
week made sense at some point in our states history but it doesnt
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now

lets also reduce what even the governors office calls
liberal vacation sick leave and retirement policies and the

geographic salary differentials should be brought into line with
common sense

another good place to cut would be to inmak thethi Ilongevity
bonus program based on need not handed out to every person
payments to senior citizens do make sense if the state can afford
it but they certainly dont make sense for every single elderly
person

these suggestions alone wont solve the budget crisis well
be offering more in future issues it may be that some form of
new taxes will be needed but certainly these very basic cuts must
be made no matter what

alaska truly is unique and trying to make this state into a kan-
sas vermont or utah just wont work it took courage on gov
cowperscompersCowpers part to suggest new taxes something that is always un-
popular but what we really need is leadership in starting the pro-
cess of cutting the budget

we believe that a strong governor can help guide us through
this difficult time of trimming the fat from the state budget

please gov cowper dont try to make us into a kansas just
give us some leadership on cutting the budget


